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Marist Fathers contribution to Education in Peru-Venezuela 1950 - 2018 

Our study of the contribution of the Marist Fathers and other collaborators to education and 
educational institutions from 1950 (in Peru) and 1960 (in Venezuela) to the present (2018) have 
brought surprising results once the collective memory was put to use. We have come up with 9 
Parish Schools which the Marist Fathers have been involved in, 6 we have founded and 
developed, and then two other parish schools that they assumed responsibility for, each during 
a five year period, and finally “Colegio Parroquial San Jose” in Callao which was taken over by 
the Marist Fathers in 1993 and continues as such until today. It is unfortunately now the only 
college left under Marist responsibility. We have also founded and developed 3 parochial 
academies. There have been as well other significant contributions to education on the part of 
the Marist Fathers: many fathers teaching in state schools over many years; and three lay 
entities, two under the Italian Province/Region and the other under the Spanish 
Province/Region, which have provided scholarships for needy children and youth over many 
years from 1990 until 2018.  Some of these scholarships have paid for needy kids in our parish 
schools enabling us to have a greater option for the poor. 

 
Father Alois Greiler SM proposed the following questions in view of preparing an overview 

on the Marist involvement in education in Peru and Venezuela: 
1. To list the educational entities or others, Marists and or lay entities or other Marists which were 

involved in or are still involved in Peru and Venezuela. ? 
2. To give the relevant dates (foundation, closure), name of the entity and where it was located 

(village, town, country), possibly the entity logo and the entity crest. 
3.  What type of educational entity: primary, secondary, academy, college, other, private, catholic, 

public. How many staff and pupils on average? 
4. How were the Marists involved: founders, teachers, principals, chaplains, animators? 
5. What happened to the entity which we left: Did it close; did the diocese or another 

congregation take over? 
6.  Which expression did the Marist spirit find in that entity – images, symbols, saints, feast days of 

Chanel, a mission statement? 
7. In other words, complement the list of Marist educational entities or other, past and present we 

are aware of and to provide a starting point for further research. 
 
Motivated and beginning in the decade of the 70’s, the interest and promotion of things Marist 

were given more attention while the Marist Fathers and other congregations looked to renew 

themselves returning to the foundational roots thus answering the call of the Second Vatican 

Council, specifically in the document on religious life “Perfectae Caritatis”. The spirit of Mary’s 

Work always present did not have so much expression in images, symbols, saint. Feast days and 

a declaration of Mission. For this reason in this investigation you may find certain gaps and 

missing spaces in the replies to this question. As well, these colleges belong always to the 

ordinary of the local church and only in the decade of the 90’s and following years that these 

educational institutions run by the Marist Fathers employed images, symbols, saints, feast days 

and a declaration of Mission as expressions of the foundational or re-foundational charism. 
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A Two Parochial Schools that the Marist Fathers assumed 

responsibility for, each during a five year period. 

1.  “Centro Educativo Parroquial Nuestra Señora del Carmen” Paramonga, Perú 

      
 

 

Founding Name of Institution “Centro Educativo Parroquial Nuestra Señora del Carmen” 
Present Name of Institution “Instituto Educativo Privado Nuestra Señora del Carmen” 
     “Centro Educativo Parroquial Nuestra Señora del Carmen”  
Date of Formal Foundation 1967  
Founder  Hacienda Sociedad Agrícola Paramonga 
 (Transnacional W.R. Grace & Co)   
Location (address, city & country) Los Sauces, Paramonga, Peru 
Type initially    Parish primary school 
Type as it developed    Pre-school; Primary and Secondary 
Type (public private parochial etc) Parochial, Private 
School Logo (Motto)   “Amor- Educación – Servicio” 
      “Love – Education – Service” 
Institution’s Crest  c.f. above 
Number of staff  ……….  
Number of Pupils  (2017) Pre-School 39 
    Primary 164 
    Secondary 135 
    Total  338 
Marist Charism   Nothing specifically Marist 
Mission Statement Then no, but now of the Madres Canonesas de la Cruz 100% 
Marist Involvement: 31st   March de 1974 until the 8th May, 1979 
Rector/Promotor  Parish Priests of the moment   
(Administration. 3 sisters) “Madres Franciscanas de Syracuse” 1967- 1975 

“Madres  Canonesas de la Cruz” 1975 – 
Teacher   Father Abilio Martinez s.m. 1974 
    Father Juan Roberto Haguet Richar s.m. 1975-1979 (July) 
Parish Priest  Father Angel Saiz s.m.(1974-1976) 
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Lorenzo Merino 1976- 1979 (July) 
Who took it over afterwards. Diocesan Clergy 
What happened to the Institution when Marists Left 
The school carried on just fine under the Madres Canonesas de la Cruz 
 

Historical comment at each stage (c.f. B. Gallego s.m.) 
 

The Marist Fathers were in Paramonga from the 31st of March 1974 until the end of July 
1979. Until 1969 Paramonga was a Town of the Multinational W.R. Grace “Complejo Agro 
Industrial Químico Papelero Grace & Co.” (Privately owned). But with the Agrarian Reform and 
the exit of W.R Grace and Co, the “Sociedad Paramonga Limitada. Empresa Peruana de 
Producción de Papel y Productos Químicos” on the one hand and the “Cooperativa Agraria 
Azucarera Paramonga”on the other hand were formed.  

The cooperative belonged to the workers. The Marists taking over the parish in 1974 were 
immersed in this town and local church which until their arrival had had no formal contract with 
the Dioceses, faculties yes, but formal no  contract. The Church building, the rectory, the 
school, and the hospital were built by the Transnacional Grace & Co and were their properties. 
The ownership of the school in 1969 passed to the Cooperativa Agraria de Produccion 
(Azucarera Paramonga). One would suspect that as the sugar production declined in the hands 
of individual owners (the workers) that there came a time when the support of these 
institutions became impossible and so they were passed over to the Diocese of Huacho. 
Bonifacio Gallego s.m. in “El Peru S.M. ”comments that in 1977 the relationship between the 

Parish and the Cooperative was modified? The Marists were the first clergy in Paramonga to 
have a formal contract with the bishop but in their time there, possibly the physical plant still 
belonged/ belongs to the Cooperative. 

It would seem that the parochial jurisdiction they were entrusted with went far beyond this 
privately owned town, and the focus of the fathers was to attend many of these villages. From 
hearsay it is understood that Father Juan Roberto Haguet s.m. with his charism for education of 
children and youth was somehow involved in the parish school but we find no reference to this 
in anything written. Fr, Abilio Martinez s.m. taught some hours per week in this parochial 
school  in 1974, and being replaced by Fr Juan Roberto s.m. as Curate of the parish it is possible 
that the latter inherited the hours of Fr. Abilio. Fr Juan Roberto is mentioned more in his 
attention of four outlying villages. 

Whether the Promotor was the parish Priest, Father Angel Saiz s.m. and then Lorenzo 
Merino s.m. as is the case when no one is appointed especially as promotor; or whether Fr Juan 
Roberto Haguet s.m. was promotor as was his want and was very involved in the college, we 
just don’t know. What we do know is that for 5 years it was the responsibility of the Marists 
Fathers. 
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2. Centro Educativo Parroquial Maria Reyna” Huaral, Perú 

 

 

 

 

       

 “Centro Educativo Parroquial Maria Reyna” Huaral, Perú 

 

Founding Name of Institution  “Centro Educativo Parroquial Maria Reyna” 
Present Name of Institution “Instituto Educativo Privado Maria Reyna” 
     “Centro Educativo Parroquial Maria Reyna” 
Date of Formal Foundation 19th January, 1957 Classes began 8th April 1957 
Founder Fr. Luis Carazas Molina  (Diocesan) 
Official  Decree and Date  of Foundation Ministerial Resolution No 383, 19th January 

1957 Classes began 8thApril 1957  
Official Decrees for  Various Developments  D.L No 23211-9  Between Holy See and 

Peruvian Government 1980  R.M. Nº 483-89-

ED. 
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Location (address, city & country) Av. Huando 15-16, Huaral, Huaral (Lima) 
telephone (1) 246-2562 

Type initially     Parochial Private 
Type (public ,private,0 parochial etc) Parochial based on D.L No 23211-9  

Between Holy See and Peruvian 
Government  1980 

School Logo (Motto)   “Dios - Patria - Hogar” “God-Fatherland-Home” 
Institution’s Crest    yes 
Number of staff 2017   53 
Number of Pupils  2017    
Inicial,       92  
Primaria,      343 
Secundaria     283 
TOTAL     818 pupils 
Marist Charism  Marists present 5 years, Now the Congregation Las 

Madres Canonesas de La Cruz have implanted their 
charism.100%. 

Mission Statement 
No formal one in time of the Marist Fathers, Now a statement  
typical of the Madres Canonesas de la Cruz 100% 

Marist Involvement: 
Rector/Promotor  Father Patrick Brophy s.m. (1997-1999) (Formal Promotor) 
Parish Priest  Fathers: 
    Angel Saiz s.m.   1993 
    James O’Connell s.m.  (1994-1999) 

Who took it over afterwards.  Diocesan Clergy 
& the Congregation Las Madres Canonesas de La Cruz 

What happened to the Institution  
when Marists Left The Parish Priest assumed direct responsibility and then in 

2011 the Congregation Madres Canonesas of the Cross 
assumed the administration of the school  

 
Historical comment  

 
The Marists were not really in Huaral much time (5 years) but when Father Patrick Brophy 

s.m. was Promotor formally appointed in 1997 – 1999, he accompanied the lay administration 
and the pupils in a “hands-on” sort of way. It was in this time that he made moves to and 
managed to buy another plot of land thus  to begin the process which took place after the 
Marists left of building and shifting the college from its then present site with very cramped 
conditions to the spacious new college that it now is in Huando Avenue 15 -16. 
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B The Six Parochial Schools the Marist Fathers Founded and 

Developed 1950 – 2018 
 

       

       
 

1. Colegio Parroquial Mixto San Pedro Chanel, Sullana, Piura, Perú,  1957                             
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Colegio Parroquial Mixto San Pedro Chanel, Sullana, Piura, Perú,  1957 

 

Founding Name of Institution  “Colegio  Parroquial   “San Pedro Chanel” 
Present Name of Institution “Instituto Educativo Privado Mixto San Pedro Chanel” 
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     “Colegio Parroquial Mixto San Pedro Chanel”  
Date of informal Foundation First months of 1957 enrolled 130 children  
Date of Formal Foundation 19th July 1957 R.M. 10607   
Founder  Father Bonifacio Gallego s.m. 
 
Official  Decree and Date  of foundation Ministerial Resolution R.M. No 10607 

Bonifacio Gallego s.m. (co-ed school) 
Offical Decrees for  Various Developments Ministerial Resolution R.M  No2659 

“Escuela Particular Mixta”(co-ed) Agapito 
Diaz sm 1959 

Ministerial  Resolution R.M. No 3172 Convenio Iglesia –Estado 
1966 (Agreement Church –State) Luis Sebastiani Aguirre  s.m. 

 
Resolution Education Zone R.D. 000093, Sullana 07 March 1984, 
Authorized to begin Secondary section  Father Rafael Eguez s.m. 
 
R.D Resolution. Education Zone 000272, 1990, Sullana Authorized 
to open a section of Pre-School education (children 4-5 years) 
Father Rafael Eguez s.m. 

 

R.D. sub R No 00531 18th Dec, 2003  Authorization of Pre-
University Academy “Maristas” Father Patrick Brophy s.m. 

 
21 December 2005, Resolution R.D. Educ Zone. 02539 
authorization to operate an annex of the primary section in 
COREP.” Center of Prayer, Recreation, Relaxation and Production”  
Km 3.5 Highway to Tambo Grande Sullana. Father Peter McAfee 
s.m.  

 
07 November 2007 R.D.R 3889 para Pre-School of COREP. 2006 
Father Angelo Omodei s.m. 

 
R.D.R. no 2067, 25th May 2011 extension of COREP to Secondary 
Father Rafael Eguez s.m. 

 
Location (address ,city & country) Calle San Martin No 515 , Sullana (Original address 

until 1991; 
 

Centro Parroquial, Calle La Mar Cdra Sullana, Piura. 
Perú. Sección Secundaria 1987-1990) 
 
Calle Sta Teresa Cuadra 08 s/n Urbanizacion Sta 
Rosa- Sullana, Piura Perú.(from 1990) 
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“COREP” Km 3.5 Highway to Tambo Grande Sullana 
 
Type initially    Primary (Mixto) 
 
Type  as it developed   Primary (1957), Secondary (1984)  and Pre-School(1990) 
 
Type (public private parochial etc) Private, parochial began for boys in 1957 R.M. 

10607, and in 1959 R.M 2659 11th March co-ed It 
became masculine again becoming a parish school 
for boys “San Pedro Chanel” in 1984. In 1992 in the 
new college the girls began to return to Chanel, 
which became co-ed again and work began on 
themes of “gender” 

 
School Logo (Motto) “Oración, Disciplina, Responsabilidad y Estudio” 
    “Prayer, Discipline, Responsibility and Study” 
    “Bajo el  Nombre de María” “Under the Name of Mary” 
    “Amar a María y hacerla Amar” “Love Mary and make her loved”  
Institution’s Crest  yes 
Number of staff 2017 119 COREP and Colegio Chanel 
Number of Pupils  2017 1,704 
COREP   Pre-school 24, Primary 267, Secondary 186 
Colegio Chanel  Pre-school 127, Primary 544, Secondary 556 
 
Marist Charism (images, symbols, saints, feast days) 
A college Chapel like a Polynesian “Fale” (house) with much art work of the life of Saint Peter 
Chanel, his feast day on the 28th April each year as well as  images and devotion Maria to the 
“Good Mother”. In an attempt to recognize and promote the local culture: dance, music, 
costumes, popular religion and folklore are recognized and practiced together with what is 
specifically Marist and/or of other places. As well, for being a frontier zone the importance 
of things military carry some weight And so many ceremonies even the Marist ones are with 
music, marches, flags, uniforms and a show of the pennants the college has won.  
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Procession with the “Good Mother” 
 

 
Inter-School Parade 
 

Mission Statement 

  

“We are a college, catholic by confession and Marist by inspiration, belonging to the 
Archdiocese of Piura, recognized for its disciplined style and academic demands. We offer a 
quality Christian - human education in the Province of Sullana, giving to our students 
strategies that permit them  to organize their life projects, their connection to the world by 
means of: 
A solid formation in values; 
A demanding academic, behavioral and spiritual formation; 
Teachers of example and permanently capacitated; 
A tutorial service and family education program of work  and society  
A business vision of education 
An adequate infrastructure, 

 An Updated, mass media of communication and up to date technology. 
  

Marist Ideology 

Faithful to the charism and mission of the founder, the Venerable Father Jean Claude Colín and 
our patron “Saint Peter Chanel”, the community of the Colegio Parroquial (co-ed) Mixto “San 
Pedro Chanel”: wishes “to be like Mary, and like Mary follow Jesus (Constitution SM No 8). 
 

Marist Education Proposes: 

1. To promote and use our motto “Under the Name of Mary” as a life program way to 
bring the world to God. 

2. To be disciple of Christ who “listens to the Word of God and puts it into practice” (Lk 8: 
21) 

3. Contribute in renewing the Church, following the spirit of Mary growing in personal 
holiness, working for the salvation of neighbor and keeping the Faith of the Catholic 
Church. 

4. To work following the example of Mary, the Mother of Jesus, where the need is greatest 
with simplicity and efficiency without making a noise. 
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5. At the cost of personal sacrifice to take on a commitment like Mary and Saint Peter 
Chanel in the service of others especially the poor and most needy. 

 
To promote the motto of Saint Peter Chanel to inspire us and accompany us during our lives  

“LOVE MARY AND MAKE HER LOVED”  

Marist Presence: 
Founder   Father Bonifacio Gallego s.m. 
   
Rector/Promotor Fathers: bold and large print are promotors specifically appointed 

Bonifacio Gallego s.m.(1957-07-04-58) 
 Agapito Díaz s.m.(08-04-58 –17- 12-61) Ministerial Resolution R.M 

2659 (1959) 
Nicolás Salva s.m. 17-12-1961 – 18-11-66) 
Luis Sebastiani sm. 19-11-1966- 04-01-69)Ministerial Resolution 
R.M. 3172 (1966) 
Valentín García s.m.  1969- 73;R.D. Educ Zone. 5073 (1969) 
Mauro Monedero s.m.1973 R.D.4419 (1973) 
Rafael Eguez s.m.(1983-84)R.D. Educ Zone.  641 (1983) 

Mateo Pozo s.m. 1985 -1988; 
Rafael Eguez s.m.(01-1989-03-94;) 

Ramón Coolong s.m.(04-1994 – 08-1994;(temporary) 
Juan González s.m. ( 09-1994 -01- 1995)(temporary) 
Rafael Eguez s.m. (02-95-02-2002;) 

Patrick Brophy s.m (03-2002 – 12- 2003)  

Peter McAfee s.m.(03-2004 -12-2006) 

Father Angelo Omodei s.m.(01-2006 – 02-2009) 

Rafael Eguez s.m.(03-2009-08-2012) 

 
Principal    Laicos 

Father Rafael Eguez s.m. (1983-1986) R.D.N° 641 

 
Administrator  Father Anthony O’Connor s.m. (01-1989 – 01-1992) 
 
Chaplains Mathew Wade s.m (1998-2002),  

Peter McAfee s.m. (03-2002 – 12- 2003) 
Cormac McNamara s.m. (01-2004 – 08 2006)  

 
Parish Priest Fathers  

Agapito Díaz s.m. (08-04-58 – 17-12-61) 
Nicolás Salvá s.m. (17-12-1961 – 18-11-66) 
Luis Sebastiani s.m.(19-11-1966- 04-01-69) 
Valentín García s.m. (1969-1973)  
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José Sanz s.m. (1973-1977)  
Mauro Monedero  s.m. (1977-83) 

 Mateo Pozo s.m. (1983-1988) 
 From 1988 onwards “Chanel” always had directly appointed 

promotors. 

Lay Principals 
The mandate for this article does not include mention of Lay Principals but for the  
exemplary work of the latter three we include them: 
Wilfredo Urbina   Carmen  1986 -  1992 
 Cesar Leigh Arias  1992 -  1994 
Dr. Julio Kcomt Otero  1994 - 2018 
  
Who took it over afterwards. Archdiocese of Piura Tumbes & Diocesan Clergy, 

 August 06, 2012. 
 
What happened to the Institution when Marists Left 
It would appear to have carried on its Catholic traditions and Marist Inspiration without 
interruption. 

 
Historical comment at each stage 

 
Stage 1  “The Little lion sleeps” (“el Leoncito duerme”) 1957 - 1983 
From 1957 until the early 1980’s it was a little parish primary school (escuelita) functioned 
well in a building in the center of the city in rather cramped conditions. In those years the 
parish Priest was usually Promotor as one can see from the long list of Marist Fathers. The 
school was very well connected to the central parish, (la Santísima Trinidad) the Matriz. 
 
Stage 2 “The Little Lion is ready to wake up” (el Leoncito listo pa’ despertar”) 1983 -1993 
With the arrival in Sullana of Father Rafael Eguez s.m in 1983 who was appointed specifically 
Principal, the school entered a new stage. By obtaining permission from the Education 
Department of Sullana to initiate Secondary the little lion prepares to awaken. In 1988 
Father Eguez s.m. becomes Parish Priest so is able to authorize the shift of the Secondary to 
the Parish Center permanently. In the same year with the presence of Father Patrick Brophy 
s.m. newly arrived from New Zealand, a deal is struck with the mayor of Sullana whereby 
Colegio Chanel could buy at a nominal price some 13,000 square meters of land in the 
Urbanization Santa Rosa paid with a donation from New Zealand.  
The following year, 1989 with the arrival of Fr Anthony O’Connor s.m., appointed as pastor 
of Our Lady of Mercedes Parish in Bellavista Father Rafael asks him to be the administrator 
of the college which entailed as well fundraising and participation in the construction of the 
new college. Money was received from Spain, New Zealand, (even the New Zealand 
Government) England, Australia, and Lima. 
The frozen and controlled dollar became an advantage as well. The next three years are 
crucial for the initial and significant stage of building a new college on this lot of desert sand. 
The galloping inflation during this time was the miracle from on high which permitted the 
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money from overseas like the loaves and fishes to multiply the building materials and labor 
costs. In 1990 after a ceremonial march from the parish center to the new school in Santa 
Rosa, the Secondary began its new life there whilst with the advance of the building of new 
classrooms the Primary was to follow suit in 1991 and so the whole family, Secondary and 
Pre-School which had been approved and set up in 1990, arrived all in the same place. 
 
Stage 3 The Little Lion Awakens (“Se despierta el Leoncito”) 1993 -2013 

Refoundation Advances 
 

“The Little Lion has awoken” was the refrain heard throughout Sullana as “Colegio 

Parroquial San Pedro Chanel” was no longer a little school in cramped and inadequate 

conditions in the center of the city. It was now in a position to stretch, grow and roar, 

become in a very short time one of the biggest and quality schools in the province. 

Building continued, the cost of which came from the funds it generated as well as from 

continued outside help acquired from the Marists and others and a certain subsidy 

system from most of its personnel were being paid by the state since the early 80’s 

thanks to a very good relationship with the Department of Education in Sullana which 

was very generous in the paid positions it gave. 

“Chanel” as it is called has not looked back and as it reached certain autonomy.  It began 

a process of Refoundation in this it is worth mentioning the social projection to 

unschooled children in a rural area outside of Sullana on some rural land (COREP 

“Center of Prayer, Recreation, Relaxation and Production” Km 3.5 Highway to Tambo 

Grande Sullana) that Father Rafael Eguez s.m. had acquired for the college in 1992 with 

an open projection. 

With the significant help of "Solidarietà Inbuone mani” (“Solidarity in Good Hands”) 

Castiglion Fiorentino, Tuscany, Italy, a lay Marist group founded by Marist Father Arturo 

Buresti s.m. R.I.P., in 2005 with Resolution N0 002539, Department of Education, 

Sullana, an annex of Chanel was authorized  in COREP (Center of Prayer, Recreation, 

Relaxation and Production) to administer of the college (primary sections) during the 

promotorship of Father Peter MacAfee s.m. 

When in 2007 during the promotorship of Father Angelo Omodei s.m. with Decree No 

3889 Pre-School education was  authorized and in 2011 secondary under Father Rafael 

Eguez. s.m. Thanks to” Solidarietà” “Solidarity in Good Hands” and to Father Angelo 

Omodei s.m. and in Father Arturo Buresti’s memory, 11 classrooms were built thus 

allowing education also in secondary. Needless to say I.P. San Pedro Chanel since August 

06, 2012 under the direct umbrella of the Archdiocese of Piura goes from strength to 

strength as their mission statement reflects. A great work in honor of the Peter Chanel, 

“Man with a big Heart”, “el Hombre de Buen Corazon” and for the Marists in the 

missionary spirit: “when the work has been done to move on”. 
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2. “Centro Educativo Parroquial San Pedro Chanel” Callao. Parroquia  Santa Rosa. 
 

 
Father Lorenzo Merino s.m. in Chanel (Colon) with teachers 
 
 
“Centro Educativo Parroquial San Pedro Chanel” Callao . Parroquia  Santa Rosa. 
 

Founding Name of Institution  “Colegio  Parroquial San Pedro Chanel” “El Chanel” 
Present Name of Institution Does not exist. It used with Colegio Parroquial Junior Cesar 

de los Ríos”  
Date of Formal Foundation 1962  
Date of closure   Informal fusion 01 03 1973,  
Reason of Closure Earthquake of 1970 had left the buildings of School in Jiron 

Colon in precarious condition, and el Colegio Junior Cesar 
de Los Rios  having ample space, the 400 pupils transferred 
to Santa Marina. 

 
Founder  Father Juan Roberto Haguet s.m and the Cooperativa 

Santa Rosa were the founders according to Mons. Luis 
Sebastiani s.m. and the parish priests Father Nicolas Salvá 
s.m.  Father Mauro Monedero s.m. who were in transition 
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in their roles as parish priest were surely involved   The 
building belonged to the Cooperativa Santa Rosa which 
also subsidized the college. 

 
Official  Decree and date  of foundation  not found 
Offical Decrees for  Various Developments Resolution No 001027 Fusion with Junior 27 

June 1974  
Location (address ,city & country)  Jiron Colon Block 3 Callao, Peru. 
Type initially    Pre-School and Primary to 5th Grade 
Type (public private parochial etc) Parochial; Private. 
School Logo (Motto)   Not found 
Institution’s Crest    Not found 
Number of staff 1973   up to 14 
Number of Pupils  1973   350-400 
Marist Charism (images, symbols, saints, feast days) yes 
Mission Statement    not in those times 
Marist Involvement: 
Founder   Father Nicolas Salvá s.m. Mauro Monedero s.m. 
Not sure which because there was a change of parish priest at this time 
Rector/Promotor Fathers Nicolas Salvá s.m.  

Mauro Monedero s.m.  
Marists in bold print  Agapito Diaz s.m. 

Permanently in Chanel Celso Nuñez s.m.  

Lorenzo Merino s.m 

Teacher   Seven state paid teaches passed to Junior y some 2 particulars 
ParishPriests Nicolás Salvá s.m. (1955-1961)  

Mauro Monedero s.m. (1962-1970)  
Lorenzo Merino s.m. (1971-1974) 

Who took it over afterwards. Nobody because it no longer existed  
 

Historical comment at each stage 
 

From hearsay it was a very Marist place and activity. Rosa Boero, a secretary and later a 
teacher there wrote: 

“It was a beautiful time. The school was small, simple with lots of values. The parents were 

simple folk with many problems and suffering but they were very kind and loving. There was 

much poverty in their homes but also a lot of joy as there was too in Chanel?” Prof. Rosa Boero  
 
It would appear that “Chanel” had a Marist at the helm (Promotor) who was not the Parish 

Priest. From hearsay and from the teachers and staff who later went to “Junior”, “Chanel” was 
a very harmonious place with a lot of love and fun. I suspect that a lot of this spirit was infused 
into the life and spirit of “Junior” when they were both fused. 
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Teachers of San Pedro Chanel in a fellowship  meal together. 
 
 
 

3. “Colegio Parroquial Junior Cesar de los Rios” 

 

 
Main Entrance  from the Plaza of Santa Marina 
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Patio of Honor 
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“Patio  Chico” “Jardin de Infancia” 

 

 

 
Mr. Wilfredo Da Silva (Principal) Father Joaquin Fernandez s.m. (Promotor), Carmela 

Garcia (Teacher); Photo taken between 1976 and 1979 
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“Colegio Parroquial Junior Cesar de los Rios” Parroquia de Santa Marina , Callao, Perú. 

 

Founding Name of Institution “Escuela Mixta Particular de Educación Primaria, 
Junior Cesar de los Ríos” 

  
Present Name of Institution “Instituto Educativo Privado Junior Cesar de los Rios” 
     “Colegio Parroquial Junior Cesar de los Rios”  
Date of informal Foundation  02 May ,1964   
Date of Formal Foundation  04 June, 1964. Resolution Education Zone 7849  
Founder   Father Isidro de Róba s.m.  
Official  Decree and date  of foundation 04 June, 1964. Resolution Education Zone 7849 
Offical Decrees  Various Developments 04 June, de 1964. Resolución Zona de Educ7849-64 

authorization to function Colegio Junior Cesar de 
los Rios  
Level Primary R.D. No 4680-65 ME of 18-05-65 
 
Level Secondary R.D. No 1142-DEC of 13-06-97, 
  
On way to of regularization is registered 
Level Pre-School  R.D. 0253-2001 DEC 12-02-2001 

  
Location (address ,city & country)  Octavio Espinoza s/n, Santa Marina, Callao  
Type initially    Primary & Pre-School 
Type  as it developed    Primary, Pre-School and Secondary 
Type (public private parochial etc) Parochial, Private. 
School Logo (Motto)   “To Jesus through Mary” 
Institution’s Crest    yes 
Number of staff 2017   96 
Number of Pupils  2017 Pre-School 145 
    Primary 528 
    Secondary 436 
    Total  1099 

 
Marist Charism (images, symbols, saints, feast days) 

 
One of the pavilions was named “San Pedro Chanel” The month of May was very Marian, but 

in the Marist time lag, images, symbols, saints and feast days were not emphasized , but the 
Marist Spirit was very much alive in the pupils  and staff : a sense of simplicity, openness , 
affectionate living together . The hymn of the school reflects all this as well the hymn has very 
Colinian elements: The music was composed by the teacher of music (Prof. Jose Mazzini), and 
the words by a teacher of language and literature (Prof. Teobaldo Pacheco). The hymn seems to 
reflect also the spirit of “Chanel Colon” which was fused with junior 1973-1974 

 
(Coro) El Colegio Parroquial nos educa con cariño y enseña desde niño a encontrar un ideal  
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(Chorus)The Parochial College educates us with affection and teaches from childhood to find an 

ideal 
I Estudiando con mucha alegría mi colegio es un rico fanal do se llega a Jesús por María entonando 

una marcha triunfal  
1. Studying with a lot of joy my college is a powerful ray of light to reach Jesus through Mary in a 

triumphal march 

II Adelante con fe con valor aprendiendo el valor de la ciencia adquiriendo en verdad suficiencia 

aprendiendo a querer al Señor. 

2. Moving forward with faith, with courage learning the value of science acquiring enough 

learning to love the Lord. 

III Que Dios ilumine el camino de los niños que saben amar mejorando su propio destino la patria lo ha 

de premiar. 

3. May God enlighten the road of the children who know how to love making better their own 

future for which their country should reward them? 

IV Juremos seguir por la senda que siempre nos haga triunfar y a la Patria hagamos la ofrenda que 

siempre la hemos de amar.  

4. We swear we will follow the way that will always make us be successful and to the country we 

make this offering that always we must love. 

 

Mission Statement   Did not have them then. Marists left January 1987 
 
Marist Involvement: The Promotors was very immersed in the life of the school 

at every moment. Each Promotor was different. Each had 
different priorities but the school hymn would sum up 
their sameness. Until today they were all much loved and 
remembered by the pupils in their time. 

 
Founder    Father Isidro de Róba s.m. 
 
Promotor/Rector   Fathers 

Juan Roberto Haguet Richar s.m. (1964-1974) 
Lorenzo Merino s.m. (1975-1976) 
Joaquín Fernández s.m. (1977 – Oct 1980) 
Vicente Marin s.m. (Oct 1980- March 1981) (temporary) 
Anthony O’Connor s.m. (March 1981- Jan 1987) 

     
Principal     Juan Haguet s.m. (Secondary) 
Teacher    Crecente Manso s.m. Vicente Marin s.m., Noel Fox s.m. 
Who took it over afterwards Diocesan Clergy. 

 
 

What happened to the Institution when Marists Left 
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It suffered demise in many ways. From 1987 on, it was said that the school ran on the 
backward propulsion of the Marist years. It is possible that the decision taken on the part of the 
Marist Fathers was little discerned and rather rushed. For this the people were not prepared. 
The pupils certainly pushed forward with the spirit they had learnt. The school roll diminished 
over the next ten years from almost 1,400 pupils to less than 400. 

 Maybe some of the reasons were because during the Marist years it was the Promotor who 
gave a strong leadership while the Principal veered more to being a head of studies. The 
promotor also controlled the economic administration. After the Marists left there was no one 
with that charism and also the catholicity was insisted on in the form of baptism certificates and 
the parents being married sacramentally by the church. Abruptly at first then gradually the 
number of pupils diminished. There was no policing of the economic administration which 
suffered cash leaks and the loss of pupils meant loss of revenues as did the lack of fiscal 
controls of the treasurer’s office.  

After ten years or so another promotor was appointed, a religious Salesian sister who built 
the roll up to some 800 pupils. She wisely promoted military style marching and parades as it 
part of the Peruvian culture  and opened the doors to past pupils who wanted their children in 
Junior, past pupils who during the Marist time had identified with their alma mater in the spirit 
of the college hymn. It first converted into a quasi-Salesian enterprise and now it has been 
made a Diocesan school of the Neo-Catechumenal movement since the bishop of Callao is a 
Neo Catechumen. I believe that the past pupils now parents keep the Marist flame alive as 
reflected in the college hymn very much alive within a very different ecclesial world. 

 
Historical comment at each stage 

 
“Not only bricks and cement but people” 

 
Even though a school is not bricks and cement but people, the kids themselves and the 

adults who accompany them, the history of the infrastructure tells a story while it ensures 
increasingly a better atmosphere of study, wellbeing and affection. Junior was entirely 
constructed under the Marist umbrella. The true founder Father de Róba s.m. saw the 
construction of the first  four classrooms and in true Marist fashion moved on to another 
assignment before the first day of classes began of this new school. A good Marist beginning. 

Father Juan Roberto Haguet s.m. referred to by most as the founder was to see to the 
building of the large pavilion of ten classrooms, the first stage of the infant section and a house 
for some religious. His tenure in the school was ten years.  

Father Lorenzo Merino s.m. arrived with some 400 pupils from St Peter Chanel College, Jiron 
Colon, and Callao, which fused with Junior in 1973-74. Father Lorenzo built not with bricks and 
mortar but with the love and closeness of these little people from “Chanel” and their 
earthquake torn school. 

Father Joaquin Fernandez s.m. very close to the kids and parents challenged by the 
necessity, a place for parents’ meetings, saw to the construction of a very humble assembly 
hall, which much later was very useful for the pastoral.  
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Fathers Tony O’Connor s.m. and Vicente Marin s.m., faced increasing rolls and with the 
need of more class rooms constructed together a second floor of four classrooms in the infant 
section.  

Later Father Tony O’Connor s.m. converted the house of the religious to the administration 
offices on the first floor and built a second floor for a library and teachers’ room. Then nearing 
the end of the Marist Tenure as the roll had swelled to nearly 1,400 he saw to the building of a 
three story pavilion of two class rooms per floor.  

This pavilion San Martin De Porres, with the later diminution of the Junior roll because the 
venue of diocesan teachers training college “Instituto Superior Pedagogico Privado Paulo VI” 
which was transferred from its former venue at the Diocesan Offices in Bellavista . The Marists 
in true missionary style had done themselves out of a job and left a solid infrastructure for two 
very important apostolic works. 

 
Pastoral movements 

In the last phase of Marist presence 81-87 as happened in Colegio Parroquial  San Jose in the 
90’s as well as the pastoral of First Communions, ‘Junior’ saw a flourishing of pastoral practice 
beginning with preparation for confirmation the Secondary and arriving at all grades finally 
arriving in the Primary to the smallest  with day retreats, and for the seniors weekend retreats, 
organized and run by a team of  local youth and increasingly joined voluntarily by many of the 
teachers who  to a manner of speaking were converted. 

In a time when terrorism de “Sendero Luminoso”(Shining Path) y Tupac Amaru (leader of the 
latter) was from our area and her youngest sister was a pupil)was making its presence felt in 
the red-zone of Callao. The Pastoral was focused on human-christian values with great 
emphasis on the capacity of the pupils to be aware of their emotions and feelings, to think, and 
to be thinkers as well as activists in social projects in favor of youth and the needy. 

 
 

4. I.E.P. Nuestra Señora de las Mercedes” 

 

 
Patio of Honor 
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Main Entrance (Pasaje de la Salud) 
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Covered Patio of Honor 
 
 

I.E.P. Nuestra Señora de las Mercedes” 

 

Founding Name of Institution “Colegio Parroquial Nuestra Señora de las Mercedes”  
Present Name of Institution “Instituto Educativo Privado Nuestra Señora de las 

Mercedes”    
Date of Formal Foundation 15 April, 1983  
Founder  Father Mateo Pozo s.m. & Juan Roberto Haguet s.m.  
Official  Decree and date  of foundation Resolution Directorial No 113 Education 

Zone of Sullana 15th April 1983 1 &2 Grades   
Official Decrees for  Various Developments 08/06/1998 R.D. #01431 Authorization for 

Pre-school.  
 07/10/2008 R.D. 2936 Authorization for 

Secondary. 
Location (address, city & country) Pasaje la Salud 102, District of Bellavista, 

Sullana, Piura, Peru. 
Type initially     Primary & Pre-School 
Type  as it developed     Pre-School, Primary and Secondary. 
Type (public private parochial etc)  Parochial & Private. 
School Logo (Motto)  “Oración, Amor & Estudio”(“Prayer, Love and Study” 
Institution’s Crest     yes 
Number of staff  2017       56 
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Number of Pupils   2017    Pre-School  73 
       Primary 525 
       Secondary 364 

Total Pupils 962 
 
Marist Charism  (images, symbols, saints, feast days) 
“The pupils are always reminded that the origin of the school is owed to the Marist Fathers 

and for this reason our charism is Marian and Marist and each June is celebrated the day of the 
first promotor Marist Father Juan Roberto Haguet s.m.” Maria Elisa Alamo Franco. 

 

 

 
Anniversary of Father Juan Roberto Haguet s.m. First Promotor and Co-founder 

     
Mission Statement    Nothing written in Marist Period 
Marist Involvement: 
Rector/ Promotor     Fathers 

Juan Roberto Haguet s.m. 
15/04/1983 – 27/12 1991 
 Angel Saiz s.m. (temporary) 
January to June 1992. 
 

Parish Priest     Fathers 
       Mateo Pozo s.m. 1979-1982 
       Secundino Fuente s.m. 1983-1989 
       Anthony O’Connor s.m. 1989-1992 
       Angel Saiz s.m. (temporary) 

January to June 1992. 
 
Who took it over afterwards.   Diocesan Clergy 
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Historical comment at each stage 
 
Like Junior and “Chanel of Colon” under the direct promotorship of Father Juan Roberto 

Haguet s.m. this little school was born, grew and flourished in a spirit of much affection and 
gentleness. The property had been a government health center, in its heyday had been very 
important at a time when a bubonic plague had beset Bellavista and Sullana in 1933 Y 1934. 

Beginning with Father Angel Saiz s.m. but finishing with Fathers Mateo Pozo s.m. and Juan 
Roberto Haguet s.m., they had to work hard to have the property allotted to the parish for 
use as a parochial school. Gradually Father Juan Roberto s.m. built the school, and when the 
Marists were to leave Bellavista, Father Juan Roberto died suddenly. Maybe because of all 
this he is venerated still in this college no longer the little school he left behind but a gentle 
force to be reckoned with in the district of Bellavista Pre-School, Primary, Secondary 962 
pupils and 56 staff. 

Interesting to note that Father Juan Roberto Haguet s.m. completed the infrastructure 
from mainly money generated within the school itself apart from a donation in 1987 from 
New Zealand. The present principal Mrs. Maria Elisa Alamo Franco is a lay Marist who keeps 
the flame alive. 

 

5. ”Escuela Parroquial Santa Ines” 
 

 PARROQUIA SAN ISIDRO LABRADOR , FLOR AMARILLO,  VALENCIA, VENEZUELA. 

 
Founding Name of Institution  “Escuela Parroquial Santa Ines” 
Present Name of Institution No longer exists 
Date of informal Foundation 1991 
Date of Formal Foundation 1991  
Date of closure   Finales de 1992 
Reason of Closure Political interference   
Founder  Father Angelo Omodei s.m. Patrick Brophy s.m. 
Official  Decree and date  of foundation  October 1991  
Offical Decrees for  Various Developments None  
Location (address ,city & country) Sector 2, Urbanization Santa Ines, Valencia  

State of Carabobo, Venezuela 
Type initially     Parochial Private 
Type  as it developed     Pre=School and Primary 
Type (public private parochial etc)  Parochial  Private 
School Logo (Motto) 
Institution’s Crest 
Number of staff  1992     5 
Number of Pupils  1992     90-100 
Marist Charism (images, symbols, saints, feast days) Nil 
Mission Statement      Nil 
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Marist Involvement: 
Founder       Fathers  

Angel Omodei s.m.  
 Patrick Brophy s.m. 

Who took it over afterwards.    Nobody 
What happened to the Institution when Marists Left Stopped existing 
 

Historical comment 
 

Testament of Father Angelo Omodei s.m. 
When I was appointed Parish Priest of Flor Amarillo in March of 1990, Sunday mass was celebrated in 

Santa Ines, changing from house to house. Then for the construction of a Catholic Chapel land was 

assigned in sector 6, an unsuitable place and far from the center of the Urbanization. It was here that the 

soap opera began. The people of Santa Ines came from many different parts of Venezuela. There was little 

integration. There in Santa Ines were two women, one was called Martha, a catholic, apostolic and Roman; 

the other was Sol de Armas, a political woman, president of the Local council who wanted to be in charge, 

also of the affairs of the Church. Mrs. Martha made the effort and managed to get a good tract of land for 

the Chapel in Sector 3 (which is where the chapel is now). The other woman did not agree because she 

had in mind to build some other work there. And so began the struggle between the two women. This 

divided the community. The two women belonged to the political party “Accion Democratica”. Mrs. 

Martha, through an important person of the party got organized an interview with the President of the 

Republic Carlos Andrès Pérez, who gave the order to INAVI of Valencia to assign the lot of Sector 3 that 

Martha had chosen to the Catholic Church. 

At the beginning of 1990, before I became Parish Priest, I spent 50 days in my home town in (Italy) where I 

received some money for the missions. In Santa Ines there was a very grave risk that the assigned land be 

invaded, the first thing we did was to put a wall around the land and then build a multi-use hall. 

With Father Patrick Brophy s.m. the thought was to build a school. Mrs. Martha herself a teacher was 

appointed principal. She went to the Governor of the State of Carabobo, Enrique Salas Romero to ask for 

support from the state government. This was granted In the month of October of 1991 classes began in 

Primary for the first three grades. The school was welcomed by the population and angered Mrs. Sol de 

Armas. And so began the war. Mrs. Sol de Armas created many difficulties. She spread the rumor that the 

new school was not registered in the Ministry of Education. To obtain this authorization Martha and I 

spent an excessive amount of time at the offices of the Ministry of Education. We could show that yes the 

school was registered and recognized by the ministry.  

The multi-use hall of Santa Ines was a school Monday to Friday, on Saturday there was catechism and on 

Sunday the celebration of Sunday mass. We managed to finish very well the first year. However the 

second and the last of its life were very difficult. There was a lot of bad press against the school, many lies, 

for example that the teachers had no preparation to teach. Finally Mrs. Sol de Armas and her cohorts 

started threatening the parents of the kids at their homes and at the school gate.  

Even though the parents were very happy with the school and because some kids had been withdrawn 

from the school we decided to close the venture because it was impossible to keep going with so many 

threats. We lost much time having to face judges and find lawyers to defend us. The archbishop of 

Valencia who is now Cardinal Urosa of Caracas helped us with a lawyer who worked in the archdiocese. 

But the great danger that clinched the  deal was when a  brick layer called in to repair the rest rooms 

found a very large poisonous snake there .He killed it but an expert  declared that this type of snake was  

to be found only in the eastern part of Venezuela hundreds of miles away. That is how far the enemies of 

the school went to vent their opposition. So “El Colegio Parroquial Santa Ines” stopped existing  at the 
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end of 1992.This was not a very nice  time for me , in which for five years I had to face the local political 

boss of that place (cacique) because even though the college was closed the opposition against the 

chapel and the catholic church carried on. 

 

6. “Unidad Educativa Juan Claudio Colin, Fe y Alegria” 

 

 

 
Ceremonial Façade Patio of Honor “Arturo Buresti s.m.” 

 

 
Failed attempt at the first Pavilion c.f. time line. Photo taken in 2008 
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Second Floor , Pavilion “Arturo Buresti” 2009 

 

 
Works completed, day of the inauguration, 30 September 2011 
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Staff 2010 
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“Unidad Educativa Juan Claudio Colin, Fe y Alegria” 

 

Founding Name of Institution  “Colegio Parroquial Juan Claudio Colin”) 
Later named   “Escuela Básica Juan Claudio Colín Fe y Alegria) 
Present Name of Institution “Unidad Educativa Juan Claudio Colin, Fe y Alegria” 
Date of informal Foundation 15thNovember, 1990 Colegio Parroquial 
Date of Formal Foundation: c.f. time-line  
Founder  Fathers Patrick Brophy s.m. and Angelo Omodei s.m. 

 
 “1990 saw Patrick Brophy s.m. and Angelo Omodei s.m., 

Marists in Valencia, establish a school for poor children 
excluded from education. It grew rapidly. But to be legally 
and financially viable, the Marists transferred it to “Fe y 
Alegría”(Faith and Joy), a catholic educational  movement 
for popular integral education and social promotion.“Fe y 
Alegría” were better equipped to get legal recognition and 
a partial government subsidy.  
Since 1990 Marist Fathers have always accompanied the 
school. Fe y Alegría promotes barrio insertion and the 
partnership of a religious congregation, charism included. 
The school, named “Juan Claudio Colín”, now operates at 
all levels with a technical school for years 4 & 5 & 6 of 
Secondary. It´s roll is 800. The radical option of Fe y Alegría  
for the physically poor and the unschooled is like an “elitist 
school in reverse”. Poverty, family dysfunction and 
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violence have long existed in this corner of oil rich 
Venezuela“ Intercom s.m. June 2009. 
Fathers Brophy and Omodei thought of and actually 
established the school in Paso Real naming it Juan Claudio 
Colin because 1990 was the year of the bicentenary of his 
birth 1790 – 1990. They chose the day of founding on the 
anniversary of the death of Juan Claudio Colin the 15th 
November of the same year (1990). 

Official  Decree and date  of foundation  c.f. time-line  
Offical Decrees for  Various Developments c.f. time-line 
Location (address ,city& country) Capilla San Pedro Chanel, s/n Paso Real, Flor 

Amarillo ,Valencia .Estado de Carabobo , 
Venezuela 

 
Avenida Principal con Venezuela, Barrio 
Bucaral II, Flor Amarillo, Valencia. Estado de 
Carabobo, Venezuela. 

 
Type initially     Primary and Pre-school. 
 

Type  as it developed  Primary, Secondary, & specialty Industrial Dimension  graphic 
design4 -6 year secondary) &. CECAL Centro de Capacidad Laboral 

(Center Capacitation for work) 
 

Type (public private parochial Private (elitist school in reverse, for the poorest of the poor) 
 

School Logo (Motto) “Let’s bring ourselves with all our hearts to prepare free people, to 
   make this so. They need to be cultured, technicians, enterprising and  

christian given over to service of others“ 

J.M. Velaz S.J. Founder of the Fe Y Alegria Movement 

 
Institution’s Crest    yes 

 
Number of staff     
Juan Claudio Colín 2017   75 
C.E.C.A.L.  2017   6 
Centro de Capacidad laboral 
Center Capacitation for work 
 
Number of Pupils  2017   800 Approximate 

      Primary   420 
      1 – 4 Secondary  288 
      5 – 6 Technical     95 
      CECAL Pupils     60  
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“Centro de Capacidad laboral” 
“Center for capacitation for work” 

CECAL 04 courses:   Barbershop skills; Hairdressing;  
Dressmaking: Bookkeeping. 
 

Marist Charism (images, symbols, saints, feast days) 
In each class room there is a crucifix and a picture of the Marist “Good Mother” and the 

college statue of Mary is also the “Good Mother”. An outside boulevard walk called “Camino 
San Pedro Chanel” where the kids can sit and talk around large concrete tables. The Patronal 
Feast anniversary 15th November, anniversary of the death of Jean Claude Colin is also the 
anniversary of the college. Month of May is a Marian month. The Principal Facade of the 
central patio has included the crest of the Society of Mary and a specially prepared Profile of 
Jean Claude Colin.” In an attempt to recognize and promote the local  culture : dance, music, 
costumes, popular religion and folklore are recognized and practiced together with what is 
specifically Marists and/or of other places. 
 

 
Anniversary of the college ( 15th November Juan Claudio Colin) 

 
Mission Statement 

“We are an institution with the Movement Fe Y Alegria (Faith and Joy),we embrace the Colinian Marist 
Charism; our vocation is directed  to the most unassisted of our communities, striving for an quality 
education full of human-christian values; in this sense we have a team of competent educational 
professionals and  specialists in attending to children and adolecents to achieve the central objective, 
which is a more just society, more committed to achieve the transformation and development of our 
country“ 

Vision 
The tool of the educational phenomenon that permits the liberating transformation of persons 
and peoples, is to form new men and women, integral citizens, capacitated to involve 
themselves socially and economically in society with a participating mentality, in solidarity  
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looking to achieve their own and collective well being. Inserted in the world of labour, giving 
productive answers. As Fathr Velaz s.j.  insisted „Each Fe Y Alegria college has to be a factory of 
new free men. To be able to be so they must before anything be cultured, integral and 
technicians. 

 
From the “Vision“ 

….We possess the Marist Colinian Vision that gives us as brothers or sisters a particular imprint  of 

our way of seeing others from the gaze of Mary” 

 

From the Identity 
“Juan Claudio Colin” College makes the option for the poorest of the poor, and so it can be taken for 
granted that in its classrooms you will find children and youth from the most needy level of society; so 
as with them to make the option for the poorest of the poor; educate them and look after them 
pastorally and promote them socially. With this intention we try to generate change and positive 
transformation in our local environment, in the families of our pupils and in the regional surroundings 
which all in turn generate greater quality of life. 
 
“The pastoral and integral education fits in very well with what Colin promoted. JCC’s little school for the 
poorest of the poor and the unschooled is an invitation to a more radical stance?” 
 Intercom s.m. June 2009 

 

The ideology and practice of Fe y Alegria does not contradict the Marist Chrism and practice. 
They are complimentary. What a great thing it would be if all our colleges were radically 
committed and penetrated with the poor and were “elitist colleges in reverse” and like this only 
college that bears the name Jean Claude Colin. 
 

Marist Presence 
 
Founder   Fathers Patrick Brophy s.m. and Angelo Omodei s.m. 
Rector   Fathers 

Patrick Brophy s.m. 1990 - 1997; 
Michele  Palumbo s.m. 1998 - 2008;  
Anthony O’Connor s.m. 2008 - 2013 

 
Teachers   Sister Norma Gonzales s.m. 2007 - 2011 
    Father Luciano Carnino s.m. 1996 – 1998 
Other:   Father Angel Saiz s.m. 1997 (construction of boundary walls) 
 
Chaplain/Pastoral  Sister Helenita de  Souza s.m.  2006-2014 

    Sister Vicki Esther Avola Diomede s.m. 2006-2008 
    Sister Suely Silva s.m. 2013 -2014 

  
     Marist Sisters  Marist Sisters: 2006 – 2015 

Bridget Brady s.m. 2006 - 2008 
Norma Gonzales s.m. 2007 - 2015 
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 Regina Cohene s.m. 2007 - 2011 
 Helenita Souza s.m. 2007 -2014 
Vicki Esther Avola Diomede s.m. 2006 – 2008 
 Suely Silva s.m. 2013 -2014 
 
Marist Aspirants 
Veroska Ponce 2009 
Betzabeth Yzquiel 2013 -2014 
 

Who took it over afterwards. Fe y Alegria continued with their college 
 
Gerardo Paget Alvarez, Principal of the Central Office of Fe y Alegria  
 

Special Mention 
A permanent presence and constant support of the projects of the Marist Fathers from 1990 

until 2013 was that of the Principal of the Central Zone of Fe y Alegria working from Valencia. 
Gerardo Paget Alvarez was always there for the Marist Fathers. It was he who accepted Father 
Patrick Brophy’s invitation to take on behalf of Fe y Alegria this new born “escuelita” that had 
no economic administrative or pedagogical acumen to survive. He was always there for any 
infrastructural or other support, not only for what the Marist Fathers were able to do but when 
they couldn’t find an appropriate solution. From a distance he was always seeing to the 
advance of Juan Claudio Colin and without any red tape always more than supportive of the 
three SM rectors and Marist Fathers in general. 

 
What happened to the Institution when Marists left    
It continued as per normal. 
 

Historical comment 
 

The infrastructure 
Finally completed and inaugurated on the 30th September 2011 the Marist Fathers and 

Civil Engineer Lucio Mallia left a physical plant beautifully laid out with perfect topographical 
leveling: with patios, courts, trees, gardens, classrooms and assembly hall for meetings 
/assemblies with pupils, teachers and or parents. Once again one can see that the Marists 
when they left, all was finished. Given the terrible neighborhood violence with many youth 
between the age of 14 and 26 dying of gunshots, the making of the school and surrounding a 
parklike place with plenty of places to sit outside and relax, the pupil violence and aggression 
diminished notably as too with granite floors the most expensive materials that there are, 
floors that the kids often do their work from sitting down on the floor of the verandas 
(porticos) outside their classroom to do group work. Building beautiful schools as the Marist 
have done in Peru-Venezuela is a great contribution to education and a peaceful surrounding 
for learning In Juan Claudio Colin this is very noticeable indeed. 

The money for construction has not been auto-generated since the school has no income 
other than an insufficient grant for operations that is definitely not enough.(the pupils pay 
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no monthly school fees) Money through Marist sources has come from Italy ("Solidarietà 

Inbuonemani”), General House special fund Rome, England, Australia, New Zealand and 
(including the New Zealand Government). The Venezuelan contribution apart from Fe y 
Alegria which built the first pavilion was from two single donors, the far greater part more 
than 50% from the builder Engineer Lucio Mallia. As in the case of Colegio San Pedro Chanel 
it was a miracle. 

The Rector 
The Rector in Venezuela is not synonymous with Promotor in Peru. The Promotor in Peru 

is in charge. The title rector is honorific. Fe y Alegria is always open to the presence of a 
religious congregation even permitting and embracing the charism of the Congregation. But 
it is the movement that is in charge in the person of the juridical group E.D.A. (Equipo 
Directivo Ampliado) which includes the rector but is coordinated by the principal of the 
institution. So the idea of the Marist representative not being in charge of the college is a 
new dynamic and requires a new learning process. In fact that only one person be in charge 
is foreign to the philosophy of Fe y Alegria where even the service people are recognized and 
consulted and their opinion is valued. Opinion is very much shared. 

 The rector is a very valued member of the E.D.A. but the principal presides and in fact the 
E.D.A. coordinates from the grass roots the process of popular education and social 
promotion. The members of E.D.A. are the different coordinators of Primary, Secondary, 
Technical Area, Pastoral etc. The rector as a religious can also be a valued member of the 
pastoral team which has its own coordinator who is not the rector. 
 

Colegio Parroquial Juan Claudio Colín to E.B Juan Claudio Colín Fe y Alegria 

to U.E. Juan Claudio Colín Fe Y Alegria. 

TIMELINE 1990 -2013 

1990  A census taken by Young volunteers in the barrio found that there were many children 

who had no school to go to. 

1990  15 November 1,990 Fathers Patrick Brophy s.m. and Angelo Omodei s.m. begin the 

school named after Jean Claude Colin on the occasion of the year of the  Bicentenary of 

his birth. Classes were taught in the sacristy, meeting hall and the Chapel of St Peter 

Chanel, for Pre-School and 1st grade and the procedures were carried out and all was 

approved by the Ministry of Education. Later more classrooms were built, and a house 

was bought over the street. 

1993 -94  Colegio Juan Claudio Colin passed over to the Movement “Fe y Alegria” assuming the 

administrative and pedagogical responsibility. 

1995  El Municipality of Valencia  (Office of Urban Development) certifies the parish plant for 

the function of an Educational Institute  in the Main Street of Paso Real ,Flor Amarillo for 

300 pupils .(residential Use R4) 

1996  After a three and half year paper chase by Father Patrick Brophy s.m and the Principal 

Marina Suarez, a plot of land was attained of  8000 M2 in Barrio Bucaral 2, a neighboring 

barrio nearby with the condition that it be built on within two years . The donation made 

on the 22-10-1996 with document #00256 date 19-03-1997 by the Municipality  of 
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Valencia  to state government of  Carabobo then ceded to E.B Juan Claudio Colin  Fe y 

Alegria. 

1996  Father Patrick  Brophy s.m. finishes as rector and returns to Peru. The Rector-ship 

remains vacant. 

1997 Boundary Walls begun in Bucaral (by Father Angel Saiz s.m.). Attempt at first Pavilion by 

Father Angel Saiz s.m. (c.f. photo 2008) which is finally condemned. Later nick-named 

Ruins of “Machu Piccu”. 

1996-1997:    Ministry of Education approves the functioning of 7th grade (Secondary). 

1998-1999 First pavilion built by Fe y Alegria. Father Michele Palumbo s.m. appointed rector. 

1999  The school marches and shifts to its new site. 15 November 2015.  

2006 Construction by Fe y Alegria of a house within the installations of the college for the 

Marist Sisters. 

2,007  Construction of Kitchen and Dining Room by Father Michele Palumbo s.m. (donation of 

a family from Italy). 

2008   22-08-2008 approval of the opening of specialty Industrial Dimension graphic design  

4 -6 year secondary). 

2008 Father Anthony O’Connor s.m. appointed Rector. 

 His Partnership with Engineer Lucio Mallia. 

 Construction of seating facilities in the grounds “Camino San Pedro Chanel”. 

2009 Pavilion Fr Arturo Buresti s.m. (Second floor: stairwell, bathroom, offices and three 

classrooms). 

2009 Football, Basketball and Volley ball courts laid down. 

2010 Construction of Pavilion “Machu Piccu” (two floors 10 classrooms)”Pavilion Marina 

Suarez”.  Laying in concrete of the Parking Area.  Topographic leveling and boundary 

Canals laid for rain water drainage. Laying of Central Patio Fr Arturo Buresti s.m.   

 Boundary walls laid for Children’s playground. 

2011 Completion of roof of second floor of Pavilion “Machu Piccu” Completion of topographic 

levelling with more rainwater drainage. Fencing off of certain areas. Maintenance 

workshop. Tuck-shop – Canteen. Gate keeper house. Completion of Children’s’ 

Playground. Re-modelation of the original pavilion for integration of all pavilions infra-

structure and grounds. Enlargement of the Library. New Assembly Hall from conversion 

of two former classrooms. New Computer  laboratory. Big “paint job”. 

30 September Inauguration /”We hope and believe” 

 

2012  Construction of adjoining parochial Chapel “San Andres” for the Barrio Bucaral 2 and the 

U.E. Juan Claudio Colin Fe Y Alegria. 

2012  Construction of “Harmony Wall” Heightening of back border wall. With invasion 

(courtesy New Zealand Government). 

2013 Severance of the Marist Fathers with JCC07 May l 2013 (severance with the parish on 

the 20th January 2013). 

2014 Severance of the Marist Sisters with JCC 15th February 2015. 



 

C The One Parochial School the Marist Fathers 
responsibility for but did not found nor 
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Secondary 
 

The One Parochial School the Marist Fathers 
for but did not found nor have they

“I. E. P. San Jose” 
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The One Parochial School the Marist Fathers assumed 
have they abandoned. 

 

 

 



 

Secondary 
 
 

 

Primary “St. Peter Chanel Corner

 

Peter Chanel Corner” 
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Patio Primary 
 

 
Secondary St. Peter Chanel Chapel 
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Secondary  during construction of third Floor 
 

“I. E. P. San Jose” 
Founding Name of Institution  “Colegio Parroquial San Jose de Bellavista” 
Present Name of Institution “InstitutoEducativoPrivado  San Jose” “Private 

“Educational Institute San Jose” 
     Colegio Parroquial San Jose” Callao 

Date of informal Foundation 1936  
Date of Formal Foundation 8th July, 1936   
Founders  Fathers “Congregation Canons Regular” 

Father Schiaffer y Leon Bonn  
Official  Decree and date  of foundation  8th July ,1936 Ministerial Resolution 5338 
Offical Decrees for  Various Developments 1979 Implementation of Secondary  
 Father Bruno Secca Stecca 

R.D.  # 1510 30 Octubre 1979 License to function 2717-R 
Expediente 0840499 código 0294041301. 

 
1997, 15th May, R.D. Directorial Resolution 0905. 
Authorization for the Secondary to function in La Perla and 
the Primary in Bellavista. Anthony James O’Connor 
Hickman and Doris Evelina Orbegoso Quinones . 

 
Location (address ,city , country)  Victor Fajardo 413 
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      Bellavista, Callao (Primary) 
      Jr. Mariscal Ramón Castilla 801 
      Urbanizacion Benjamin Doig Lossio,   
      La Perla , Callao (Secondary) 
Type initially    Primary   
Type  as it developed    Primary, Pre-School, Secondary. 
      Pre-School suppressed in 1993 
Type (public private parochial etc) Parochial, Private 
School Logo (Lema)   “Discipline, Respect, Punctuality, Responsibility” 
4 Pillars     “Affection, Creativity, Solidarity, Participation”  

 
Institution’s Crest 

There are two crests: the original with a profile of Saint Joseph; and the new one from the 
Marist time and the two sites since 1993, on a blue back ground, a red cross (Jesus First 
Born) springing from the globe representing Mary and the world and S on one side of the 
cross and J on the other. The inspiration comes from a Maori Meeting House Pukekaraka . 
OTAKI (NZ) dedicated to “Mary Mother of the World”. The Cross comes forth from the world 
representing Mary who is Mother of all the world and her First born is Jesus represented in 
the cross and the S. J. is Joseph. Below are the pillars “Affection, Creativity, Solidarity, 
Participation”. 
 
Number of Staff  2017  Primary  Bellavista, 23 

 Secondary La Perla  57 
 Total    80 

Number of Pupils  2017  380 Primary; 
      486 Secondary;  

Total 866 
 

Marist Charism (images, symbols, saints, feast days) 
With arrival of the Marists in 1993, the patronal Feast Holy Name of Mary 12 September 

was introduced blending it in to become an anniversary of the college, marking it by the 
ceremonial march from the Primary in Bellavista to the new Secondary hence to be 
celebrated every year. Then the inauguration of the Secondary in La Perla took place on the 
15th of November 1993 Anniversary of the Death of Father Jean Claude Colin s.m. 

Saint Peter Chanel was introduced in 1995, in the Secondary the first rustic chapel was set 
up with a mud floor, rocks and a statue of the saint. Later a more elaborate little chapel type 
prayer room became the center of devotions and group masses, whilst in the Primary a tiny 
children’s’ chapel was set up for the same purpose in honor of Saint Marcelin Champagnat 
s.m. St Peter Chanel’s statue in the primary is on the third floor with a Oceanic back ground 
while the Saint Peter Chanel old seminary chapel in Secondary has been transformed into a 
beautiful chapel also with Peruvian and Oceanic motifs. Both the primary and the Secondary 
have a large oil painting of St Peter Chanel on the island of Futuna, one of which is of his 
Martyrdom. The “Good Mother” is very much present as well. Of course St Joseph also 
patron of the Marists is very much to the fore. In an attempt to recognize and promote the 
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local  culture : dance, music, costumes, popular religion and folklore   are recognized and 
practiced together with what is specifically Marist or of other places. 
 
 

 
Oceanic Dance, Feast of St Peter Chanel (Primary) 
 
 

Mission Statement 
“We are a community of educators who, with the Holy Family as model, cooperate with the Parents 

in the formation of the pupils in the academic, Christian, spiritual and human, orienting their liberty and 
identity by means of the Affectivity, Creativity, Solidarity and Participation; and so help them to involve 
themselves in a spirit of service in a changing and competitive society that needs to be more just and 
fraternal. “(2002) 

Ideology 

“Colegio Parroquial San José” has as model the Holy Family, JESÚS, MARY AND JOSEPH, and as 
guide the Gospels. At the same time “Colegio Parroquial San Jose”, is like Nazareth, where the 
brothers and sisters of Jesus are prepared for life, which is to walk with Him towards the Father 
searching for his Will.  

This means to be moved and propelled by the Spirit of God the Father and of Jesus Christ, in 
other words to live in the Spirit. Mary, “Woman of Faith” with her total giving over, teaches us to 
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trust fully in the Word and Power of God, in a constant searching and attentive listening to the Spirit 
which is Truth. Also she is who helps us touch the feminine within us (tenderness, patience, 
firmness, mercy, simplicity and humility.) 

 Joseph, the just one, represents for us  the image of an integral man who leaving to one side  his 
own Project knew how with fear but  with confidence and happiness assume the Project of life that 
God offered him. But before the teachings of Mary and Joseph come those of Jesus who by means 
of his attitudes, words and actions is the model and witness of life for all the “San Jose” community. 

 As Model of the children and the youth we present Saint Peter Chanel, Marist Father and Proto 
martyr of Oceania, a young man with a good heart, and like Mary, a living example of generous 
commitment, simple service and a missionary spirit. The ideology of our school has as its 
fundamental Christian principle the commitment for the development of a specific educational goal 
which is based in educating in Faith Love Justice, Service and Knowledge carried out with 
PARTICIPATION, CREATIVITY, AFECTIVITY and SOLIDARITY. 

 
Congregational 

The Marist Fathers who at present have the responsibility of “Colegio Parroquial San José”; since 
their foundation have considered the education of children and youth as the “most sublime” of 
apostolates; they direct their efforts in a general way in the context of the Holy Family and in a 
specific manner, acting in all, as Mary would, in silence, firmly, tenderly, compassionately, with 
faith, hope and much affection. 

 
Marist Involvement: 

Rector/Promotor   Fathers 
Luis Sebastiani s.m. 1976 – 1987 (c.f. Note below) 
Anthony O’Connor s.m. 1993 – 2004, y 2006 
Ángel Saiz s.m. 05 – 09 1994 (temporary) 
Carlo Solís s.m. 2004-2006 
Rafael Eguez s.m.  2007 - 2009 
Michele Palumbo s.m. 2009 - 2012 
Miguel Ángel Contreras 2012 -  

Principal  
Teacher    Fathers Joaquin Fernandez s.m. (briefly in 1993) 
     Carlo Solis s.m.  1999 - 2002 
Chaplain 
Primary    Fathers 

Paul Frechette s.m.   1994 - 2002 
     James O’Connell s.m. 2002 - 2003 
     Jorge Navarrete  s.m. 2012 – 2014 
     Sister Lolita Manukula s.m.s.m.16-03-2009 - 30 11 2014 
     Father Francisco Aller s.m. 2015- 
Secondary: 
      
     Brother Orlando Orosco s.m. 2013 – 
     Brother Luis Maciel s.m. 2016 – 2016 
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     Father  Gilberto Marrero s.m.2017 – 
     Sister  Ana Briones s.m.s.m.01 – 04 2016 
        
Parish Priest The Parish Priests did not figure. Situated in two parishes; 

it became seen as diocesan school under the 
administration of the Marist Fathers with no specific 
identity to any parish. The pupils come from all of Callao. 

 
Other 1992 Anthony O’Connor s.m. plant manager in La Perla in 

coordination with CORDE-CALLAO preparing for the 
inauguration of the Secondary in La Perla. Laying down of 
platforms and patios, construction of the Caretakers 
house. 

  
Historical comment Marist Stage 1993 - 

1. College of the Pastorals 

With the arrival of the Marist Fathers, and as in Colegio Junior Cesar de Los Rios in the 
decade of the 80sone of the contributions of the Marists was to foment the Christian and 
spiritual and set up ‘pastoral” in all grades which has lead San Jose to be known as the “College 
of the Pastorals” (el Colegio de los pastorals”). For this above all, San Jose was placed first in 
excellence over all colleges in the same category in Lima - Callao. In the Pastoral activity not 
only the pupils are involved but the staff, lay people and parents. In the years 2002-2004 gained 
newspaper awards for being within the list of the 20 best colleges in Lima – Callao (within its 
social economic category). 

 
2 Not bricks and cement but people” 

On the 15th of November 1993 at the inauguration of the new secondary in la Perla in a 
speech given by two senior pupils they began saying: 

 “A College is not the bricks nor the cement, nor the patios nor the walls; a college consists of 

persons and more than anyone Colegio San Jose are We the Pupils” 

 

Even though a school is not bricks and cement but people, the kids themselves and the 
adults who accompany them, needs a good infrastructure that creates the right ambience and 
the history of the infrastructure tells a story. A large part of San Jose’s infrastructure was 
completed , primary in Bellavista as too the secondary in La Perla between 1993 until 2006 
under the Marist umbrella also  the purchase of the 5 lot seminary of the Marist Fathers in 
2002.This was enabled by the added income from the increasing roll of pupils 1993 – 2007 up 
to nearly 1,400 added to by the nest egg from many years of very good economic 
administration by Miss. Elena Vasquez and Mrs. Mirtha Pautrat faithful administrators of the 
college until 2008. 

This Marist time saw to an entire third floor in Bellavista for an auditorium, offices, kitchen, 
toilet block, and computer center. In the secondary an auditorium and extensive computer 
center, kitchen and toilettes on the third floor as well as a completely new pavilion six 
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classrooms on two floors and an additional large area on the third for audio visual and pastoral. 
As in Juan Claudio Colin, Chanel Sullana, the Marist contribution to infrastructure through fund 
raising and administration has been substantial. But Junior and San Jose’s progress was from a 
good internal auto – administration. 

In the first years of the decade 80, the Marist Fathers bought for a Formation House 5 lots 
that together bordered on the property that would later be the Secondary section of San Jose. 
The Marist Fathers built a large house over the five lots. In 1990 the decision was made to sell 
the same house. The Promotor of San Jose and the Major Superior of the Marist Fathers being 
one and the same person, assessed by the school accountant Mrs. Mirtha Pautrat was able to 
begin a dialogue with the Marist General    Administration and the Diocese of Callao whereby 
Colegio San Jose buy the property. After employing outside professionals who presented 
“catastro”(land registry) both parties approved the sale-purchase and signed the minute and 
Colegio San Jose paying an initial deposit and promising to pay a monthly sum until the debt 
was cancelled. So San Jose increased its property thanks to the financial solvency made possible 
by more than 1,400 pupils. 

 
3. The Principal Doris Orbegoso de Figueroa and the Refoundation of San José 
The Principal, Doris Orbegoso de Figueroa was the key to the Refoundation of Colegio 

Parroquial,   San Jose. In this article the brief does not require mention of the lay principals but 
to not mention the exemplary work of Doris Orbegoso 1993- 2012 would be to ignore a key 
contribution to the history and the Refoundation of the institution. 

Until the beginning of the Secondary section, authorized the 30th October 1979, San Jose 
was simply a school of the parish of Bellavista. Then with the beginning of the Secondary the 
number of pupils grew, but San Jose continued as a little school in a restricted and crowded 
venue. Secondary Section classes began at 7.30 am until 12.30 pm. Primary classes began at 
12.30pm until 5.00pm, and then the venue was used by groups of the parish. It was urgent to 
have a new venue for the Secondary. With the arrival of the Marist Fathers a new stage began 
in the college, a Refoundation that San Jose had long awaited. The path it took was with Marist 
presence and the Blessing of Archbishop Ricardo Durand s.j. Archbishop - Bishop of Callao.  

In the following years of Refoundation we could say that the key person in the process was 
the principal Doris Orbegoso de Figueroa who understood well the Marist Charism, knew the 
history and traditions of San Jose the first Parochial school of all Peru. Before she had had a 
long career as principal of state and private schools and more than anyone had the push and 
the capacity to relate with the staff and the patience to deal with the Marist Fathers 
(Promotors) In great part it is to her we can thanks for these golden years, and the sweet, 
gentle family that San Jose has become.  

As well, the ideology of the college shows that the Charism is not a Marist- Colinian  
transplant rather has its own “sanjosesino” charism; the Refoundation was not to embrace all 
and only the Marist but a different  unique ideology involving  the delicate, diplomatic y 
enculturating of the old with the new. As the English saying goes “Something old(1); Something 
new(2)’ Something borrowed(3); something blue(4)” = fifty seven years of prior  existence and 
history(1), a new secondary and enriched charism(2), 4 new pillars and an additional Crest from 
Pukekaraka NZ(3) the buildings of Primary and Secondary painted blue the color of Mary.(4)”. 
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4. Today 

Today Colegio San Jose carries on in this new stage very different and maybe more difficult 
(than the 90’s with its new beginning in Bellavista and la Perla) due to many changes in 
Peruvian and Callao society including an ecclesial rarity in which predominates imposed only 
one charism. But in essence this college adopted by the Marist Family bravely carries on trying 
to  be like “Nazareth” “where  the brother and sisters of Jesus  prepare for life, ”acting in all like 
Mary, silently, firmly, with tenderness, and mercy, with faith hope and much affection. 

 
5. Luis Sebastiani Aguirre s.m. 

In the list of Promotors chronologically in first place is Father Luis Sebastiani Aguirre s.m who 
is now Archbishop Luis Sebastiani Aguirre s.m., archbishop “emeritus” of Ayacucho, Peru. His 
time as promotor is due to the request by Archbishop Richard Durand s.j. at that time 
archbishop - bishop of Callao, who made a personal request to the then Father Sebastiani s.m  
and not formally to the Marist Fathers  that he assume the role of promotor in a moment of 
internal problems in the parish of Bellavista. During this time Father Sebastiani s.m. was partly 
instrumental in pushing and achieving the expansion of San Jose by obtaining the obtaining of 
parcel of land in la Perla for the secondary section. 

 
D. The three Parochial Academies founded and developed by the 

Marist Fathers in Peru. 
 

1. “Centro Educativo Ocupacional Santa Ana” 
Parroquia Santa Rosa, Callao Peru 

 

 
A relic from the past C.E.O. Santa Ana’s Flag  
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Below, Letter head paper of Santa Ana 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Statue of Saint Anne obtained for the C.E.O. Santa Ana by Father Secundino Fuente s.m. 
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“Centro Educativo Ocupacional Santa Ana” 
Parroquia Santa Rosa , Callao Peru. 

Founding Name of Institution  “Academia Santa Ana”  
Later    “Centro Educativo Ocupacional (C.E.O.) Santa Ana” 
Final Name  “Institución Educativa Técnica Productiva Santa Ana” (I.E.T.P. Santa Ana) 
   “Centro Técnico Productivo San Ana” “CETPRO Santa Ana”  
Date of Formal Foundation 1955  
Date of closure 11 January, 2006, when the parish priest returned the 

teachers’ state paid positions to the Department of 
Education , Callao. Thus having served the poor for some 
51 years.    

 
Reason of Closure Administration Break down, diminution of pupils and low 

demands for courses offered. (Window making))  
 
Founder  Father Nicolás Salvá s.m.  
 
Official  Decree and date  of foundation  Resolution 0027075  
Offical Decrees for  Various Developments 04 September  1985, Agreement (convenio 

00818 Peruvian State and Catholic Church, 
to pay salaries of its teachers and Principal 
Father Honorio Monedero s.m.(paid 
sinecure) 

Location (address ,city & country)   Avenida Marco Polo 248 Callao, Peru.  
Type initially     Parish Academy 
Type  as it developed     Same with Change of Name  
Type (public private parochial etc)  Parochial 
School Logo (Motto) 
Institution’s Crest 
Number of staff    In heyday more than 8 (5 plazas) 
Number of Pupils     In heyday more than 400 pupils.  

In 2004 there were some 200 pupils 
Marist Charism (images, symbols, Saints, feast days) no 
Mission Statement      Did not have them in those days 
 
Marist Involvement: The Marist involvement was at every moment from 1955 when it 

began, until 2002 when the Marist left the Parish of Santa Rosa. The Parish priests were always 
involved in the economic administration being a social work subsidized by the parish. Fathers 
Severino Martinez s.m, Honorio Monedero s.m, and Eustaquio Calvo s.m. were involved at 
certain times. 

Founder     Father Nicolas Salvá s.m. 
Principal     Honorio Monedero s.m 1985 - 90 title and for salary  
Parish Priest:    Fathers: 
      Nicolás Salvá s.m. 1955 - 1962 
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      Mauro Monedero s.m. 1962 -1970 
      Lorenzo Merino s.m. 1971 – 1974 
      Valentín García s.m. 1974 – 1979 

Secundino Fuente s.m. 1979 - 1986 
Rafael Eguez s.m. 1986 -1987 
Ángel Saiz s.m. 1998 - 
Secundino Fuente s.m. 1992 -1999 
James O’Connell s.m. 1999 - 2002 

     
Who took it over afterwards.  Diocesan Clergy 
 

What happened to the Institution when Marists Left 
Continued for a time on backward propulsion (the push and energy that Marist Parish Priests 
gave it right from its beginnings) but this type of social service was not really part of the 
charism of those that came after the Marists left. “You can’t give what you have not got”. On 
the other hand many other institutions in Callao in less dangerous areas of offered the same 
service, so there was the diminution of pupils. 
 

Historical comment at each stage 
For over fifty years under Marist care it humbly offered opportunities for self-betterment 

and work possibilities for many women, young and old. It ran on a shoe string budget and its 
costs were not pushed unduly on these young girls and ladies who came from precarious and 
poor areas of the parish and Callao in general. It began for girls who worked as maids in 
home of the middle class, offering dressmaking, later branching out into hairdressing, 
makeup, decoration of cakes, knitting and sewing. The work of the academy was 
extraordinary and gave great work possibilities, a truly Marist venture, “hidden and 
unknown”.  

 
 

2. ”Academia de la Mecanografia “San Pedro ChaneI” 

 
 

”Academia de la Mecanografia “San Pedro ChaneI” 
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Founding Name of Institution  “Academia de la Mecanografia “San Pedro ChaneI” 
Present Name of Institution No longer exists 
Date of informal Foundation May 1975   
Date of Formal Foundation May 1975 Typing, Short hand 
Date of closure   1982    
Reason of Closure No more demand    
Founder  Father Mauro Monedero s.m. and the Credit Cooperative 

“San Pedro ChaneI” de Sullana.  
Location (address ,city & country)  Calle San Martin No 515, Sullana. Piura, Peru. 
Type initially    Parochial Academy. 
Type  as it developed    Parochial Academy. 
Type (public private parochial etc) Parochial. 
Institution’s Crest  yes 
Number of staff  3 
Number of Pupils  
Marist Charism (images, symbols, saints, feast days) Not in those days 
Mission Statement      Not in those days 
Marist Involvement: 
Founder Father Mauro Monedero s.m. and the Credit Cooperative “San 

Pedro ChaneI” de Sullana.  
Principal    Mr. Lorenzo Madrid Aponte. 
Teacher In the afternoon the academy with two  

teachers gave classes to illiterate people. 
 
Who took it over afterwards. No one 
 
 

Historical comment at each stage 
Credit Union“San Pedro ChaneI” (Cooperativo de Crédito y Ahorros “San Pedro ChaneI”  
Father Abilio Martinez s.m. was on the board of directors. This service terminated in 1982 
when the machines etc. were passed on to the school. But that was 7 years of service to the 
education of adults.  
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3. Cene Cape San Martin de Porres (C.E.O) 

4.  
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Cene Cape San Martin de Porras (C.E.O) 
Founding Name of Institution  Cene Cape San Martin de Porras (without official value) 
Present Name of Institution CETPRO(technical productive Centre) San Martin de Porras  
Date of informal Foundation 1980 Father Angel Saiz s.m. 
Date of Official Foundation 04 April 1989 Fr Anthony O’Connor s.m. 
Founder  Father Angel Saiz s.m. 
 
Official  Decree and date  of foundation 04 April, 1989  000339 Decree, Dept Education 

Sullana 
  
Offical Decrees for  Various Developments 14th March 2007 converted in Technical 

Center of Production (CETPRO) R.D. 000779  
Location (address ,city & country) Loreto 339  de District of Bellavista, Sullana, Piura, 

Peru. 
Type initially   1980 Basic Dressmaking 
Type  as it developed  1989 Basic and advanced Dressmaking;  Basic and 

Advanced Cosmetics, Basic and Advanced Cooking; Typing 
and Shorthand , Toy making and Gemstone Jewelry 

Type   Parochial, Private 
School Logo (Motto) “Radiating with an example of humility,  

 Love and respect towards others” 
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“Irradiando con el ejemplo de Humildad, 
 Amor y respeto hacia los demás.” 
 

Institution’s Crest  yes 
 
Number of staff   1989 – 1992 6   staff 
Number of Pupils    on average 70 
Marist Charism (images, symbols, saints, feast days) In Marist time gap no 
Mission Statement      not in the 80’s 
 
Marist Involvement: 
Founder  Father Angel Saiz s.m.  
Rector Fathers  

Ángel Saiz s.m. 
Mateo Pozo s.m.  
Severino Martínez s.m. 
Secundino Fuente s.m. 
Anthony O’Connor s.m. 
 

Who took it over afterwards. Diocesan Clergy 
 
What happened to the Institution when Marists Left 
It thrived and became in 2007 a CETPRO (technical productive Center) with Resolution Dept 

Education Sullana no 000779 with Confeccion Textil, Cosmetics; Artisanal crafts ; Bread making; 
Baking:, Gastronomy. 

 
 

 

E. Marist Fathers Teachers of Religion in State school. 
 
In the early days and even up to recently, our Marist Priests contributed to education by being 
religion teachers in state schools. See the list taken from El Peru S.M., Bonifacio Gallego s.m. 
 

Callao: Santa Rosa & Santa Marina 

Honorio Monedero s.m. taught in “Los Toledos” state secondary school for girls 
VIcente Marin s.m. taught in “Jorge Basadre” also a state secondary school for girls’ 
Luis Sebastiani s.m. taught “Dos de Mayo” y”el Chocano”. 
Maximiliano  Hortiguela s.m. 
Valentín García s.m. 
Isidro de Roba s.m. 
 
Paramonga: 
Angel Saiz s.m. taught in the Colegio Miguel Grau 
Abilio Martínez s.m. Divino Corazón 
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Lorenzo Merino s.m. 
 
Sullana: 

Luis Sebastiani s.m. (Salaverrry, Las Capulanas) 
Crecente Manso s.m. 
Firmato Gutiérrez s.m 
Manuel López s.m. 
Maximiliano Hortiguela s.m. 
Honorio Monedero s.m. 
Alejandro Barriuso s.m. 
 
Cajabamba 

Amancio Albillos s.m 
Teodoro Nuño s.m. 
Celso Núñez s.m. 
Honorio Monedero s.m.  
Abilio Martínez s.m 
Ángel Saiz s.m. 
Secundino Fuente s.m. 

Maximiliano Hortiguela s.m. 
Lorenzo Merino s.m. 
Andrés Moreno s.m. 
Vicente Marín s.m. 
Gonzalo García Monasterio s.m. 
Rafael Eguez s.m. 

 

This list is not exhaustive but does show the contribution that was made without mention ofthe 
visitations and informal education in so many state schools of the primary. We include among 
others: Mateo Pozo s.m., Noel Fox s.m. Anthony O’Connor s.m., Joaquin Fernández s.m. 
Thomas Stokes s.m, Maurice Audibert s.m., Mauro Monedero s.m. , Miguel García s.m. Julian 
Salvini s.m. Franklin Cubas sm. Patrick Brophy s.m. Peter McAfee s.m. Angelo Omodei s.m., 
Johnny Rivas s.m. Miguel Contreras s.m. Entrance of the Priests not only was permissible but 
always welcomed. 
Fathers Rafael Eguez s.m. and Miguel Garcia s.m. served as Director of Catholic Education in  
Sullana(O.D.E.C.) a very valuable contribution to education. 
 
 

F. Scholarship System for the Education of Needy Children and 
Youth Peru, Venezuela and Colombia by lay groups in the Marist 
Provinces of Spain (2000-2009) and Italy 1990 - 2017 Castiglione  

  Florentino  y San Francesca Cabrini Parish, Rome.  
 

1 In 1991, before it developed into "Solidarietà Inbuonemani” (Solidarity in Good Hands) 
Father Arturo Buresti s.m. began arriving each year with money for scholarships for needy 
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children and youth accompanied by some lay Marists. He was assisted by Father Luis Sebastiani 
s.m. and then in 1992 by Father Anthony O’Connor s.m. From the beginning their project grew 
until it reached some 310 scholarships of some $300.00 each year. The coordination was 
through the Marist Father’s District Bursar. 

They distributed to Peru: (Sullana, Ayacucho, and Lima-Callao); Venezuela (Valencia); and 
Colombia (Bogotá, Monteria, Cartagena c/o the Marist Missionary Sisters).Some went to 
Colegio San Pedro Chanel in Sullana and helped to have very needy kids there as in COREP as 
well. This was the same in Colegio San Jose, Callao. As well, this served for both schools as an 
assured subsidy because at times the school fees are not all paid. 

Most of the scholarships though were for kids in state schools in very impoverished areas, 
thus setting the kids up for school uniforms, shoes and school books etc. such a worthy cause. 
Father Buresti s.m. was from Castiglione Florentino Tuscany, Italy and through his personal 
charism and leadership he gathered around him Marist lay folk who supported him in this 
venture. 

Father Arturo died 16/11/2007 and before that "Solidarietà Inbuonemani” had discovered 
poor children in Africa as well so for both reasons maybe the number of scholarships have 
diminished somewhat in number. But the contribution of "Solidarietà Inbuonemani” to 
education has been immense. The number has fluctuated over the years but continues until 
today 2018. 
 

 
Father Buresti s.m. in “Los Cuatro Suyos”, Pachacutec, Callao, Peru. Dining Room and Milk 

Program 
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Arturo Buresti s.m. in a school of COPRODELI, Pachacutec, Callao. Peru. 
 
 

2 Also in the years 90 Marist laity from our parishes in Spain organized first by Rafael Rámila 
s.m. and then Father Ramon Fernandez s.m. Later than 1991 Marist lay-people from our 
parishes in Spain organized by Father Ramón Fernandez s.m. also were sending some 200 
scholarships to Peru (Callao, Lima & Sullana) and Venezuela (Valencia). The scholarships were 
for $250.00 The numbers fluctuated  and continued until 2016. 

 
3 There was a time as well when the Marist Parish San Francesca Cabrini in Rome under the 

coordination of Father Angelo Omodei s.m. sent to Peru (Callao) some 25 scholarships of 
$300.00US each year for other needy kids. 

 
If the theme of this paper is to cover the Marist contribution to Education then surely the 

contribution in solidarity by "Solidarietà Inbuonemani” and the Marist parishes in Spain and in 
Rome must surely be worthy of mention. 

 
 
 

Conclusions 

 
When I first presented my rough copy of this investigation, I was made to understand 
that It lacked a conclusion, something I had not thought of, given that it appeared to me 
that all that had been put together explained itself and gave enough information so that 
any person who reads it or gives it a brief glance could reach their own conclusions. 
However I offer the following personal points by way of conclusion. 
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(1) In every moment my principal intention has been to include all who have given their 

“grain of sand” in the educational process. It’s certain there have been protagonists with 
large contributions but all mentioned in this document and possibly some who have 
been forgotten have contributed are included with the intention that this investigation 
be a tribute to them, a giving that represents in years, centuries of self-giving and hard 
work that the closures by superiors even those from distant lands cannot nor should not 
annul the efforts and sacrifices all our brothers made together. God writes in “crooked 
lines” and it is my hope that this investigation  be a vindication of the commitment of 
all, their lights and shadows, their high and low points and more than anything their 
desire to work under the name of Mary “ignoti et quasi oculti”. 
 

(2) It is possible that this investigation about the Marist Contribution to Education cover the 
subject almost exhaustively. However there are other investigations that  could explore 
the general history of the two Delegations (Peru and Venezuela) that were joined 
together to form the District of Peru- Venezuela on the 2 of February 1990; The history 
of the Delegation of Venezuela needs an investigation from its beginnings in 1960 until 
the creation of the District Peru–Venezuela in 1990; the Delegation of Peru needs to be 
investigated from 1978 until the creation of the District; and finally we lack a formal 
investigation of the same District 1990 until 15th November 2016 when  by order of the 
superiors and after a long process, it finally stopped existing and the few Marists who 
were left fused with the District of Brazil to form a District of South America (15th 
November 2016). 
 

(3) Personally it has cost me a  lot work  having to go back  to the past; the 8 years that I 
was member of the Province of Spain and then the different stages, the 26 years as 
member of the District Peru- Venezuela and living/working in the two 
regions/countries/ cultures.(Peru and Venezuela) In going back, I can’t nor should ignore 
the slaps received nor the mistakes made, all in all, a purification and besides a big 
lesson in the importance of “Culture” and “Cultures”. 
 

(4) In a Bulletin from the General Chapter of October 2017 there was a reflection given by 
the facilitator who expressed the need to take into account the impact of “culture” and 
the different ways that it operates in different cultures,. Now that the Peru-Venezuela 
Project is all over. It could be interesting to make another investigation (but much more 
difficult) on the dynamics of cultures operating 1950 - 2016 in Peru –Venezuela. 
 
The Delegation of Peru was founded (1950) by the Marist Fathers of the Vice-Province 
of Spain until 19th of May 1959 when it became a fully-fledged province. The Delegation 
of Venezuela was founded in 1960 by the Marist Fathers of the Italian Province. The 
District Peru-Venezuela was founded 2 February 1990 beginning an international 
experience. In the two periods of the Delegations, the impact of the cultures would have 
been the Spanish with the Peruvians and Peruvian Marists, with the exception during 
some of that time of three non-Spanish fathers, and the Italian with Venezuelan   
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culture and no Venezuelan Marists.  In the international phase apart from Peruvians, 
Spanish and Italians who had greater numbers, there were Venezuelans, Irish, North 
Americans, New Zealanders, one Frenchman, one Filipino and one Congolese (briefly). 
 
 In the reflection of the facilitator of the General Chapter 2017 he was not only pointing 
the finger at those who were English speaking but at all, and at us who maybe have 
never learnt nor yet see the need to depth the notion of “Culture”. This is not to negate 
that we in general do a good job and in Peru – Venezuela with our contribution to 
education to have done a good job. But maybe if we had paid attention to Culture and 
the impact of culture even the distant superiors who made decisions for Peru – 
Venezuela we could well be contributing still and not just recording a history of things 
past. 
 
A well-known Marist, (sincerely I hope,) says that when an institution starts sinking it 
becomes fixated on its past and starts writing its history. Of course writing history is 
carried out also to help the Refoundation Process as well and meet the call of “Perfectae 
Caritatis” But returning to the beginning of our concluding remarks we offer this 
investigation more than anything else to honor so many individual Marists who 
collectively contributed so much in Peru and Venezuela in the field of education. 
 

Anthony O´Connor s.m.  
Callao, Perú        Brownsville, Texas, E.E. U.U. 
3 de November, 2017  
Feast of Saint Martin de Porres. 
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